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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements correctly describe Transparent Mode operation? (Select all that apply.) 

A. The FortiGate unit acts as transparent bridge and routes traffic using Layer-2 forwarding. 

B. Ethernet packets are forwarded based on destination MAC addresses NOT IPs. 

C. The device is transparent to network hosts. 

D. Permits inline traffic inspection and firewalling without changing the IP scheme of the network. 

E. All interfaces must be on different IP subnets. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is correct regarding virus scanning on a FortiGate unit? 

A. Virus scanning is enabled by default. 

B. Fortinet Customer Support enables virus scanning remotely for you. 

C. Virus scanning must be enabled in a UTM security profile and the UTM security profile must be assigned to a firewall
policy. 

D. Enabling virus scanning in a UTM security profile enables virus scanning for all traffic flowing through the FortiGate
device. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following statements is correct about raw log messages? 

A. Logs have a header and a body section. The header will have the same layout for every log message. The body
section will change layout from one type of log message to another. 

B. Logs have a header and a body section. The header and body will change layout from one type of log message to
another. 

C. Logs have a header and a body section. The header and body will have the same layout for every log message. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the firewall configuration shown below; then answer the question following it. 
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Which of the following statements are correct based on the firewall configuration illustrated in the exhibit? (Select all that
apply.) 

A. A user can access the Internet using only the protocols that are supported by user authentication. 

B. A user can access the Internet using any protocol except HTTP, HTTPS, Telnet, and FTP. These require
authentication before the user will be allowed access. 

C. A user must authenticate using the HTTP, HTTPS, SSH, FTP, or Telnet protocol before they can access any
services. 

D. A user cannot access the Internet using any protocols unless the user has passed firewall authentication. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

The service access settings for a FortiManager network interface relate to which product feature? 

A. Device Manager 

B. Policy and Objects 

C. FortiGuard 

D. FortiView 

Correct Answer: C 
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